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. COMPTNG Course Survey
Evaluation of Instruction Program Report

 

22W: COMPTNG 16A LEC 4: PYTHON-APPLICATNS I
No. of responses = 34

Enrollment = 59
Response Rate = 57.63%

1. Background Information1. Background Information

Year in School:1.1)

n=34Freshman 2

Sophomore 10

Junior 14

Senior 8

Graduate 0

Other 0

UCLA GPA:1.2)

n=34Below 2.0 0

2.0 - 2.49 0

2.5 - 2.99 1

3.0 - 3.49 5

3.5+ 27

Not Established 1

Expected Grade:1.3)

n=34A 28

B 3

C 0

D 0

F 0

P 1

NP 1

? 1

What requirements does this course fulfill?1.4)

n=34Major 13

Related Field 15

G.E. 1

None 5
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2. To what extent do you agree that:2. To what extent do you agree that:

The instructor(s) incorporated
activities and practices that helped
me to learn effectively (consider, for
example, how class time was used,
the use of recorded lectures,
discussion boards, breakout groups,
audio/visual material, ungraded
assignments, etc.).

2.1)
Strongly AgreeStrongly

Disagree
n=34
av.=3.82
md=4
dev.=0.58

1

1

0

2

3

3

30

4

Given your response to this question, please give specific examples or provide constructive ideas
about what is working well and/or could be improved in this course.

2.2)

.

All discussion sessions are review for the newly learned materials, which are super helpful!

Class time was an excellent balance between lecturing and answering questions, and following along
with the coding process helped a lot with learning

Discussion worksheets were really helpful to my understanding and helped me practice what I learned
in lecture. Even if I didn't fully grasp concepts during lecture, being able to discuss with a group and
bounce ideas off of each other filled any gaps in my understanding.

I appreciated the class time given to work on our final projects, and I liked the structure of discussion. I
think this class could have benefitted from being completely in person.

I like the examples provided in class! Everything seems to have a lot of real-world applications that
make me excited to learn Python. I also really enjoyed the in-person lecture where we talked about
algorithmic bias and "racist programming." This class felt very well-rounded.

I loved having the applicable homeworks, the discussion groups, and the consistent communication on
campuswire. My favorite part was discussion groups and being able to create our own final project.

I think the way class time was used was really efficient. We were able to ask questions at any time and
coding examples were done live. It felt really hands on even though we weren’t expect to follow along
with the code.

I thought the discussion sections were quite helpful in terms of applying things that we learned in
lecture, but I thought that some of the components of the Homeworks required too many things that
weren't specifically taught in lecture.

Lectures were very informative and discussion worksheets were very supplementary.

Prof. Lee's walkthroughs in teaching us new concepts during lectures were very helpful, and lectures
were overall very productive and prepared us well on attacking the topics on our own.

Recorded lectures and the uploaded .pdf and .ipynb files were great.

SO organized and everything was incredibly accessible. All the lectures were recorded and everything
was posted in a timely manner so resources were always available. My discussion group was so helpful
and helped me be successful in this class. I liked that discussion was mandatory and structured, it gave
us a time to figure out what we know and what we need to work on.

The class material is very clear and assignments help us to better learn the material.
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The instructor gave us worksheet to do in the discussion section to help us understand more about the
previous lecture.

The lectures and the discussion activities complemented each other which helped concretize the new
material. During lectures, Harlin paused and answered questions to ensure that no one fell behind.

The professor did a really good job structuring the class! I really enjoyed all the group work that was
enforced twice a week, as it actually gave me a chance to meet and work with my classmates
throughout the quarter.

The quizzes each week help me review the course contents.

The structure of this class was great. Everything that was listed as an example, was implemented in this
course. Somehow, Harlin managed to make a 50 minute lecture packed with useful information, but also
not overwhelming. She recorded the lectures, which was very helpful for students who could not attend
at the scheduled time or for those who just wanted to rewatch what they had already seen. This class
utilized campuswire through which students were active in asking questions about the homework,
weekly quizzes, general concepts which may have been confusing, etc. We did not break out into
breakout groups during lecture, which I feel like was beneficial in maximizing the time we had to learn
material, but our discussion sections were completed pretty much entirely in breakout rooms, which was
also beneficial in improving our individual coding skills with a group of people we have become more
comfortable with. Harlin's lectures occasionally included supplemental videos which solidified concepts.
While we did not use a specific polling app during class, Harlin did often ask the class questions, which I
feel like guided our thoughts in the right direction and allowed us to think critically and quickly check in
on our understanding of what she was saying.

Used Campuswire, gave interesting homework and discussion worksheets

lectures and discussions were structured well to help learning.

The instructor(s) assigned
assessments and deadlines that
enabled me to demonstrate my
learning effectively (consider, for
example, the format and weighting of
assignments or exams, the timing
provided to complete and submit
them, etc.).

2.3)
Strongly AgreeStrongly

Disagree
n=34
av.=3.82
md=4
dev.=0.58

1

1

0

2

3

3

30

4

Given your response to this question, please give specific examples or provide constructive ideas
about what is working well and/or could be improved in this course.

2.4)

.

All the homeworks were a lot of fun and were based on the materials learned in lecture. There was
plenty of time to finish the work with plenty of help if needed.

Deadlines were flexible, but still strict enough to help me learn material on time without falling behind.
Exams were extremely fair.

Harlin always provide us with enought time to finish our assignments and projects, offer us the extra
credit and give the second chance to improve our assignment grade. Love her!

Harlin ensured that even when we struggled on one thing, we could grow, learn, and get points back in
a different way. I loved being able to justify previous homeworks and show my growth and also just
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loved the structure of this course that allowed us to focus on more than just exams and taking tests.

Homework and discussion worksheets were very effective.

I think the HW assignments were good ways of showing that we understood the material without being
overly difficult or also overly simple. It was a good level of challenging and doable.

In this course, we completed weekly quizzes, weekly homework assignments, bi-weekly discussion
section worksheets, and had one midterm and one final (24 hours each). All of these assessments were
accommodating in their own ways. With the weekly quizzes, for example, we were given multiple
attempts to complete them and our highest attempt's score was kept. For the homework assignments,
we were given the opportunity to submit them late with a deduction of points. If this was not the case, it
was because Harlin had already been particularly flexible with the deadline. The discussion section
worksheets were primarily completed during discussion, but were mainly graded on effort, meaning that
even if the groups didn't finish the entire worksheet, they would still earn full credit for completing what
they did. The exams were also designed in a way that allowed students to effectively demonstrate their
learning because they were open for 24 hours and were designed as open note, open lecture, open
internet exams. Why I found this beneficial was because this meant that the material on the exams
would still be based on our personal coding skills and the information found on the internet and through
lectures would be able to guide us in the right direction and make sure our syntax and general ideas
were correct, but what would really be tested would be our implementation of it all in solving a specific
problem. In any case, the format of all the assignments in this course was very effective because it used
assignments that could not simply be done without understanding of the material, but it provided
flexibility in the actual deadlines and completion of it so that students could genuinely show what they
know without being restricted by logistical limits.

Thank you for adjusting HW/Discussion WSs to accommodate for working on our project. I was very
overwhelmed by the project for a long time but I realized that it's doable.

The assignments were all very fair and conducive to learning and fostering my own improvement.

The class weighting is fair and the professor offers extensions for assignments.

The deadlines are lenient and flexible.

The homework and the final project offer me opportunity to demonstrate my lerning.

The homework assignments were amazing. Even though they were tough, I've never had a class with
such genuinely interesting assignments. In particular, I loved the Markov chain assignment and also
creating the data visualizations!

The time provided for the exam is enough.

The weekly quizzes were incredibly helpful for my understanding without being super high pressure and
stressful. I found that they really helped solidify my knowledge of various concepts.

They were reasonable and demonstrated my understanding of the material

We were given quizzes and homework relevant to our learning. I think the quizzes set a pace at which
let us keep us with the class

homework and quizzes

so accommodating.
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The instructor(s) made it clear that
they could be flexible in
accommodating student needs
(consider, for example,
circumstances that arise
unexpectedly, including health and
personal issues).

2.5)
Strongly AgreeStrongly

Disagree
n=34
av.=3.79
md=4
dev.=0.64

1

1

1

2

2

3

30

4

Given your response to this question, please give specific examples or provide constructive ideas
about what is working well and/or could be improved in this course.

2.6)

.

Absolutely! Harlin gave deadline extensions when there were unexpected circumstances.

Although I did not meet such issues myself, I'm pretty sure she's flexible with such problems.

Deadlines were flexible.

Extended deadlines when there were bad things happening around the world

Harlin honored studnets' mental health and gave a few extensions after unexpected negative events.

Harlin is really thoughtful. I tested positive in the first week and failed to finish my HW1. After I emailed
Harlin about the issue, she kindly said I could ignore HW1 and she would count the rest of the
homeworks a little bit more for me.

Harlin made it clear that she was willing to provide extensions, and often did so herself before anyone
even asked. For example, when there were threats being made on campus, Harlin was thought of this
and how people may have been affected by the commotion and was flexible with the deadline for the
upcoming homework assignment. Even if I did not specifically witness her accommodating a student's
specific unexpected needs, her actions in other situations give me no doubt that she would be flexible in
other cases as well.

Harlin was super accommodating especially in light of Covid circumstances and all the other things that
have been going on, as well as with any personal issues.

I didn't personally have any issues with flexibility, but I heard from my discussion partner that they were
accommodated on a homework assignment due to something that had happened in their personal life,
and I'm glad that the professor was understanding and flexible in that situation.

I don't remember the instructor explicitly mentioning that accommodations could be made for students.

If you don't want to go in person due to the virus, you can watch zoom or record.

No matter what the situation was Harlin was always there to help us work through what was going on.

Prof. Lee was always very accommodating and understanding of deadlines, as she offered support all
the way up until the submission deadline for assignments and was quick to show grace to other
students and I by extending deadlines when it seemed appropriate.

Professor was very accommodating and mindful to everyone's mental and physical health.

She was so caring and accommodating throughout this quarter. Literally a saint. Helped through every
hardship and provided extensions throughout the quarter whenever times got rough.

The flexibility for assignments at the start of the quarter for late enrollment students was very
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appreciated, especially after having other professors who would just say tough luck and force me to
miss the points that happened before I was able to enroll in that class.

The professor is super accommodating and made students feel very welcome to ask questions, and
approach if they were going through something in their lives and needed some support.

The professor was good at checking in with students, and appropriately extended deadlines when
students expressed that they were stressed/short on time.

We were given multiple opportunities to reach out the the instructor, TA, and LAs for office hours.
Additionally, the instructor set up a class via CampusLearn where students can send in questions at any
time.

Your flexibility and understanding during the class is really really appreciated!!!

The instructor(s) created
opportunities for me to connect with
others in the course (consider, for
example, the use of activities or
practices for getting to know
classmates and the instructor(s),
platforms that encourage students to
engage with one another outside of
class, etc.).

2.7)
Strongly AgreeStrongly

Disagree
n=34
av.=3.74
md=4
dev.=0.62

1

1

0

2

6

3

27

4

Given your response to this question, please give specific examples or provide constructive ideas
about what is working well and/or could be improved in this course.

2.8)

-

.

Although I do think it's a good thing to work with others. I didn't appreciate having to work with the same
group all quarter. It would've been nice to rotate and meet new people. At times I felt like one of my
group members was condescending, dismissive, and didn't let me reach my full potential.

As a result of the project, campuswire, and discussion sections, I was totally able to connect
meaningfully with classmates, specifically my discussion/project group members.

Being in the discussion with the groups was actually really helpful, I think I also got pretty lucky with my
partner because we work very well together.

By participating in campuswire I gained a lot of opportunities talking with my peers.

Discussion sections and project groups allowed me to connect with others

Discussion sections were very interactive.

Discussions were done in groups which allowed us to meet with other people.

Encouraged communication and building relationships in every aspect of the course, especially
discussions and when we got back to in person.

Harlin definitely created opportunities for student engagement with one another. The most prominent
way this was implemented was in the way the students were broken up into small discussion groups at
the beginning of the quarter and stayed with the same groups throughout the course. I feel like this
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offered a deeper connection between the students which may have been weakened if were were not
working in groups two times a week. She assigned a final project which was also to be completed in a
group, which furthered these connections. Beyond our direct discussion groups, this course use
Campuswire which allowed student connections across the entire class. As far as getting to know the
instructor herself, Harlin had many office hour opportunities and even offered extra credit for asking your
first question in office hours. Even just during lecture, I felt like the students and Harlin got to know each
other.

Having a consistent, small discussion group and the driver, proposer, reviewer system helped make
sure students worked with each other during discussion.

I got to know my discussion group well, but didn't really get to meet other students. This is partially due
to the online format and not because of anyone's actions.

The discussion section is for us to communicate with other students.

The discussion sections allowed for a lot of group work. Office hours allowed me to connect with other
classmates as well.

The group of people I talk to most is definitely my discussion/project group, but it's really nice to be able
to talk with other students during our in-person classes/in-person OHs.

The instructor opened the campuswire, where we could ask and answer each other's questions.

The structure of discussion and the fact that we stuck with the same group all year allowed me to
become really close with my project group.

Use of Campuswire was nice.

We met with our discussion group twice a week, and worked on an assignment that engaged the weeks
lectures. I thought this was extremely helpful to connect with classmates.

extra credit in office hours, project groups

3. Additional Thoughts3. Additional Thoughts

Do you have any additional thoughts on the course delivery and/or your engagement?3.1)

.

BEST PROFESSOR IN THIS DEPARTMENT HANDS DOWN! Even when the coursework was hard,
Harlin never made me feel like I was a failure or that I was alone, but encouraged me to keep learning
and was forgiving when mistakes were made.

Harlin is doing an amazing job, as are all of the TAs and LAs! I actually really enjoyed taking this class
and never felt like I was doing everything on my own; everyone was very approachable and willing to
help with any problems that I had :-) I will kind of miss taking this class.

Harlin is really approachable and patient during the office hour, and you can always ask her questions
after class.

I really enjoyed the way the course was structured.

I really had a great quarter with Harlin and I appreciate her being such an amazing instructor.

I thought this class was a great intro to what Python has to offer. We were introduced to current
technology and the impact it has on society today.

I thought this course was excellent considering it was online. It kept me very engaged throughout the
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quarter and felt informative without being too difficult to handle. I really enjoyed it!

Love this course and the professor and LAs keep us engaged

Love this course!

Overall, Harlin was an excellent professor and I really enjoyed learning from her. Honestly, good
professors and lecturers in the math department are rare from my experience at UCLA. Keep being
great Harlin!

Overall, I am extremely grateful for the way this course was delivered. Typically, I feel like a course is
either enjoyable, informative, or interactive, but it is rare to find one that is equal parts of all three. This
class, however, was a surprising exception.

PIC 16A with Prof. Harlin Lee has been one of the best run courses I've taken at UCLA, and has made
me more passionate about coding (especially in python compared to yucky C++ lol)

The course was delivered well.

4. Additional Background Information:4. Additional Background Information:

Are you a transfer student?4.1)

n=33Yes 9

No 24

Prefer not to say 0

Are you an international student?4.2)

n=33Yes 9

No 24

Prefer not to say 0

Are you currently living abroad?4.3)

n=33Yes 1

No 31

Prefer not to say 1

Are you a first-generation college student?4.4)

n=33Yes 7

No 25

Prefer not to say 1

Have you ever received a Pell Grant?4.5)

n=31Yes 5

No 24

I don't know 2

Prefer not to say 0
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Which best describes your gender identity?4.6)

n=33Female 24

Male 9

Non-binary 0

Prefer not to say 0

From the following categories, please select the one(s) that best describe you, recognizing that none
may be a perfect fit.

4.7)

n=34American Indian or Alaskan Native 0

Asian or Pacific Islander 27

Black Non-Hispanic 0

Hispanic 4

White Non-Hispanic 8

Prefer not to say 0
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Profile
Subunit: MATH
Name of the instructor: . COMPTNG Course Survey
Name of the course:
(Name of the survey)

22W: COMPTNG 16A LEC 4: PYTHON-APPLICATNS I

Values used in the profile line: Mean

2. To what extent do you agree that:2. To what extent do you agree that:

2.1) The instructor(s) incorporated activities and practices
that helped me to learn effectively (consider, for
example, how class time was used, the use of

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=34 av.=3.82

2.3) The instructor(s) assigned assessments and
deadlines that enabled me to demonstrate my
learning effectively (consider, for example, the

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=34 av.=3.82

2.5) The instructor(s) made it clear that they could be
flexible in accommodating student needs (consider,
for example, circumstances that arise unexpectedly,

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=34 av.=3.79

2.7) The instructor(s) created opportunities for me to
connect with others in the course (consider, for
example, the use of activities or practices for getting

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly Agree
n=34 av.=3.74


